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The susceptibility of a PRC-77 Radio to a simulated nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) was
Investigated. Detailed evaluation procedures and results are presented. It Is shown that under normal
operating conditions, with either the 72-cm or 2.9-m antenna, It Is very unlikely that there will be any damage
to the radio In the event of an EMP. It should be noted that this was one of the first evaluations perforned
In the Qefence flesearch Wlectromagnetic Pulse Simulator (DREMPS) and the Investigation was viewed
primarily as a means of optimizing general analysis techniques.

RISvUMI

Ce rapport analyse la susceptibHit6 du radio PRC-77 aux impulsions 6lectromagndtiques (IEM)
simul6es. Une 6tude d6tail6e des procedures d'valuation et des r~sultats est pr6sent6e. II est ddmontr6
que sous des conditions normales d'op~ration, avec une antenne de 72 cm ou de 2.9 m, If est peu probable
que le radio soit endommag6 par les impulsions. Cette dvaluation a 6t0 l'une des premieres A utiliser le
simulateur dIEM de 10 m duCRDO et elle doit aussi Otre consid6r~e comme un exercice pour optimiser
les techniques d'analyse.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the susceptibility of the PRC-77 Radio to the
electromagnetic fields produced by a nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP). In addition, this was one of the
first evaluations performed in the Defence Research _Electromagnetic Pulse .aimulator (DREMPS) and was
viewed as a means of optimizing general analysis techniques. As a result, procedural simplifications in the
radio analysis were considered acceptable in so far as no serious compromise was made in the validity or
conclusions of the investigation.

The results of the radiated susceptibility investigation Indicate that the radio, when equipped with
either the 72-cm or the 2.9-m antenna, will survive exposure to an EMP with negligible changes to the
operating system. In general, the work performed for this report has been an excellent opportunity to explore
the dynamics of the field Interaction both with the radio (and its antennae) and within the EMP simulator.
The results have gone a long way in helping to understand the behaviour of these systems and, by using
this knowledge, many of the minor difficulties encountered In this evaluation can easily be avced :r
corrected in iuwure testing.
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Radio Set PRC-77 EMP Hardening Investigation

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Investigation was to determine the susceptibility of the PRC-77 Radio to the
electromagnetic fields produced by a nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP). The characteristics of the EMP
are to be defined by the RS05 requirement as specified In MIL-STD-461C, Part 4, and the RS05 test methods
as specified In MIL-STO-462, Notice 5.

It should be noted that this was one of the first EMP evaluations performed In the.lefericeflesearch
ElectrMagnetic?_ulse.SlmuLator (DREMPS) and there are no clients requesting specific results with respect
to this unit. The investigation was viewed primarily as a means of optimizing the facility and establishing
analysis techniques. As a result, procedural simplifications were considered acceptable In so far as no
serious compromise was made in the validity or conclusions of the Investigation.

The evaluation proceeded in two phases: the first occurred In the spring of 1991 and Involved
exposure of the radio In a 1-meter parallel-plate simulator. The latter was performed In November of 1992
and took place In the 10-meter parallel-plate simulator (DREMPS). The schedule was executed In this fashion
simply because the radio and its antennae were physically too large to be fully exposed in the smaller
simulator and the larger facility was not available earlier.

2.0 UNIT DESCRIPTION

Radio set RT-841/PRC-77 is a portable, battery-powered transmitter/receiver tunable In 50-kHz
increments over a frequency range of 30.00 to 75.95 MHz to provide 920 channels. The frequency range
is covered In two bands: the low band is 30.0 to 52.95 MHz; the high band Is 53.00 to 75.95 MHz. The front
panel tuning controls and the BAND switch are used for tuning the radio to the desired frequency'. For
schematics and detailed working principles of the radio consult Ref. 2 & 3. The unit has the following
dimensions:

Component Overall Dimensions (cm) Weight

Height Width Depth (kg)

Radio Set RT-841/PRC-77
serial no. 122 28 28 10 6

stock no. 5820-00-930-3725

Antenna, AT-892/PRC-25 72 - - .23

Antenna, AT-271 B/PRC 290 - - .35

Handset, H-189/GR 20 5 7.5 1.8

'See Figure I for a radio part list and detailed view of the control features. Figure 2 Is an indication of

how the radio Is typically worn.

1
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Figure 2: PRC-77 radio as typically worn in the field. Ideally the EMP testing should be performed with the

antenna and handset in a similar configuration. Also, the soldier's body and the fact that ihe radio

is approx. 1.5 meters above the ground should also be simulated.
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It should be noted that the PRC-77 has been in service for several years and a number of design
modifications have been Implemented. Apparently, all these changes have not been made to each unit and.
therefore, the investigation may be Influenced by the status of the radio. The serial number of the unit used
In this evaluation Is recorded above so that its repair history may be consulted.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF FACIUTIES

The radio evaluation was carried out in the Defence Research Establishment Ottawa (DREO) EMP
Laboratory. The facilities used for radiated susceptibility (RS05) include:

"* a 1-Meter, parallel-plate EMP simulator (Fig .3)
"• the DREO, 50-kV, EMP generator
"* the DREO 10-meter, parallel-plate EMP simulator DREMPS (Fig .4)
"* a Maxwell, 600-kV EMP generator
"• shielded enclosures
* various electric and magnetic field sensors
• data acquisition and signal processing equipment and software.

4.0 RADIATED SUSCEPTIBILITY SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

It was postulated that the major threat to the radio would come from coupling of the EMP field to
the antenna and the handset. Direct field penetration into the equipment case would not be a problem since
it Is made of metal and the apertures are very small (an examination of the set showed it to be well
constructed with Individually screened Interior compartments within the metal case). These assumptions
were verified during the RS05 exposure.

In phase one of the evaluation it was apparent that a problem existed. The heights of the radio
antennae were too large for the 1-m simulator2. As a result, the 72-cm antenna was modified by reducing
its height to 50-cm and capping it with a 20-cm top plate (an empirically derived substitution which was
experimentally shown to produce the same EMP response. The details are presented in Annex A).
Unfortunately, the 2.9-m antenna could not be altered in a similar fashion.

Phase two was performed in the 10-m parallel plate simulator DREMPS. This facility could easily
accommodate either the 72-cm or 2.9-m antennae. Since portions of the full radio evaluation would have
been redundant given me elori,4 ji phase one, a,, effort was , , dd to concentrate cn results which could
not be obtained earlier. Measurements of the magnetic field, antenna currents and handset currents were
made and recorded. Details are available in Annex B.

4.1 Installation of the Units

In both phase one and two of the investigation the radio was placed at the end of tho front taoer
of the EMP simulator as shown in Fig. 3. This method of installation is in accordance with the RS05 test
methods of MIL-STD-462. Equipment not undergoing evaluation and the data acquisition ano analysis
equipment were located inside the shielded room.

2 The simulator Is a transmission line calibrated to produce the correct field magnitude and shape. By

placing an object Inside the line the field Is perturbed. The general rule of thumb is that for testing, the height
of the object-under-test should not exceed approximately half the height or width of the line.

4
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4.2 UnIt Configurations

4,2.1 Phase One

The radiated susceptibility (RS05) evaluation was carded out in the following configurations:

1) The radio In the 1-m simulator with no antenna attached (Fig. 5a)
2) The radio approximately -r-m outside of the simulator with a fully extended 72-cm antenna

(Fig. 5b). This location produces a sub-threat level field of approx. 20 kV/m.
3) The radio in the simulator with a modified plate antenna (Fig. 5c) (see Annex A).

4.2.2 Phase Two

Radiated susceptibility was only carried out with the radio centrally placed at the end of the input
taper of the 10-m simulator in a configuration similar to that of Fig. 5c. This location provides the optimal
EMP wave shape.

4.3 Unit Orientations

4.3.1 Phase One

Radiated susceptibility was also done in three different orientations:

1) With the front3 of the radio facing the input of the parallel-plate cell (Fig. 6a)
2) With the front of the radio facing the side of the parallel-plate cell (Fig. 6b)
3) With the front of the horizontally Inclined radio facing down (Fig. 6c).

However, not all orientations were exposed In each configuration. A detailed plan showing the configurations
and orientations used (in chronological order) Is presented in Table 1.

4.3.2 Phase Two

Since the vast majority of the pick-up Is through the antenna and not the radio case, orientations 1
and 2 are clearly equivalent and worst-case scenarios. As a result, the RS05 evaluation In this phase was
only done with the front of the radio facing the source and the antenna vertically extended.

4.4 Euuioment Status

4.4.1 Phase One

The radio was examfned in both power on and off state in configuration 1 but only in the power on
state in the other configurationb. As a procedural simplification the transmit mode was not investigated. The
evaluation was done at 3 different receiving frequencies (30, 50 and 75 MHz) in all configurations and
orientations. The specific values chosen represent the highest, lowest and middle frequencies of the
operating band and are an attempt to maximize the coupling between the induced antenna currents and
the radio. The handset was also incorporated into the system after the antenna analysis was complete. This
was done so that if damage had occurred there would be some possibility of isolating problems introduced
by the antenna and handset.

3 The front of the radio is defined such that the antenna of the unit is perpendicular to the ground and

the labels on the radio controls are legible.
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Test Sequence for the PRC-77 Radio

verbai/audio test and Initial quantitative test

{ 30 MHz (F.1.1.30)
_-Orientation 1 50 MHz (F.1.1.50)

75 MHz (F.1.1.75)
_30 Not (F.I.2.30)

Power Off - Configuration 1 Orientation 2 50 MHz (F.1.2.50)

75 MHz (F.1.2.75) Sample CodS

30 MHz (F.I.3.30) (N.1.1.50.reg)
75 MHz 0 F,1.3.751 Power Status 011, ofF) J

Configuration (Fig. 5)
verbal/audio test Orientation (Fig. 6)

Radio Frequency (NHz)
Antena Type or handset presence

30 MHz (1N.1.1.30)
Orientation 1 50 MHz (1.1.1.50)

75 MHz (1.1.1.75)

30 MHz (N.1.2.30)
Power On - Configuration 1 Orientation 2 50 MHz (W.1.2.50)

75 MHz (m.1.2.75)

{ 30 MHz (1m.1.3.30)
Orientation 3 50 MHz (".1.3.50)-E7 MHz (m.1.3.75)

verbat/audio test

30 MHz (11.3.1.30.reg)
50 MHz (m.3.1.50.reg) fRegular Antenna (72-cm)
75 MHz (M.3.1.75.reg) J

Power On - Configuration 3 - Orientation 1

30 MHz (M.3.1.30.ptt)
50 MHz (M.3.1.50.pit) Plate Anteina
75 MHz (M.3.1.75.ptt)

verbetl/audio test

± 30 MHz (N.2.1.30.nhd)
r Orientation 1 50 MItz (W.2.1.SO.nhd)1 75 MHz (M.2.1.75.nhd) Plate Antema

Power On - Configuration 2 no handset attached.. 30 MHz (M.2,2,30.nihd)
Orientation 2 50 Nor (M.2.2.50.nhd)

75 MHz (N.2.2.75.nhd)

verbal/audio test

30 MHz (M.2.1.30.Whd)
Orientation 1 SO MHz (M.2.1.50.hd)-E 75 MHz (M.2.1.75.whd) Plate Antenne

Power On - Configuration 2 with handset attached
30 MHz (N.2.2.30.ihd)

Orientation 2 50 MHz (M.2.2.50.whd)
75 MHz (M.2.2.75.ihd)

verbat/sudio test and final quantitative test

Table 1: A list of the coding used to identify the configurations, orientations and status of the PRC-77 Radio.
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4.4.2 Phase Two

The radio was examined with power on and at 3 different frequencies (30.20, 45.00 and 70.00 MHz).
Both transmitting and receiving mode were investigated. A radio is usually most susceptible in its receive
mode, however it Is conceivable that the EMP response will superimpose on a transmitting waveform such
that damage will occur when it would not have if the radio was subjected to either input separately.

As before, the evaluation proceeded In stages to minimize damage to the radio (had any occurred)
and to maximize the information obtained. Initial radio exposures were done at 30 kV/m and the handset
was Incorporated only after the antenna exposure. In addition, In order to provide an intermediate height
(between 72-cm and 2.9-m), a 2.1-m antenna was created by folding a 2.9-m antenna at one of its joints.

4.5 Susceptibility Criteria

The operation of the radio was demonstrated prior to and after the evaluation. In addition, quick
intermediate checks were performed during EMP exposure. The radio was considered to have failed when
either of the following occurred:

a) There was a catastrophic failure of the radio.

b) There was evidence of serious degradation of the radio.

Details of the radio checks are presented in Annex C, however, the procedures can be summarized
as follows:

a) The first is a simple voice check where an audible test signal is transmitted and received
between the radio being evaluated and a similar monitor radio. Alternatively, monitoring the
amplitude of the 150 Hz signal (used to control the squelch) with a fixed receive and transmit
antenna position is considered to be an enhanced audio check.

b) The second is a quantitative test performed by Injecting an accurate FM signal into the co-axial
antenna of the radio and monitoring the audio output at the unit's handset. The time and
frequency domain of this signal were monitored while small changes were made to the FM
modulation, carrier amplitude and carrier central frequency. The process was repeated at the
beginning and end of the EMP evaluation in an effort to observe any small changes which may
have been Introduced by the exposures. Note that this latter test will not detect changes in either
the transmit mode of the radio or the Initial antenna tuning circuit.

4.6 General Procedure

The following steps were taken In the RSO5 evaluation of the radio:

a) Calibration of the pulse generator In the absence of the PRC-77 to establish the unperturbed
electric field wave shape.

b) Verification of the functional operation of the radio followed by installation of the unit in the first
orientation.

c) Exposure of the radio to a minimum of 10 EMP pulses in accordance with MIL-STD-462, RS05
specification. The characteristics of the field to which the radio Is exposed was measured and
recorded.

11



d) Steps (b) & (c) are to be repeated until all orientations are complete. Following exposure of the
unit functional operation of the radio Is to be verified.

e) Exposure of the radio in the other configurations is then to be carried out following the
procedures outlined In (b) to (d) above.

5.0 DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTATION

5.1 Phase One

Instruments used to generate the fields required for the EMP evaluation include;

* High-voltage power supply (Glassman, 75-kV DC, model PS/ER75R3.0),
• DREO double exponential EMP pulse generator,

1 1-meter, parallel-plate cell (Elgal, model no. EM 102).

Instrumentation used to measure the fields during the RS05 investigation Include;

• Voltage divider (Physics International, model PIM-197A-1,
* Variable attenuator (Alan, model no. 50TX82.5N),
* Digitizer (Tektronix, model no. DSA 602; 400 MHz bandwidth),
* 10 meters RG-214 co-axial cable (double shielded).

Instrumentation used In conjunction with the PRC-77 during the RSO5 Investigation Include;

• Standard AT-892, 72-cm antenna,
* Modified plate antenna (see Annex A).

Instrumentation used In conjunction with the PRC-77 during performance confirmation include;

* Signal Generator ( Hewlett Packard, HP8656B),
* Digitizer (Tektronix, model no. DSA 602; 400 MHz bandwidth),
* a second PRC-77 monitor radio.

5.2 Phase Two

Instruments used to generate the fields required for the EMP evaluation include;

* DREO 10-meter parallel-plate simulator, DREMPS,
• Maxwell 600-IV double exponential EMP pulse generator.

Instrumentation used to measure the fields during the RS05 Investigation Include;

* DREO 5-cm H-FIeld loop probe,
* Eaton current probes, model no. 94106-2, 93686-7,
• 2 Nanofast 300 MHz fiber optic analog links,

Digitizer (Tektronix, model no. DSA 602; 400 MHz bandwidth),
• Digitizer (Tektronix, model no. SCD 1000; 1 GHz bandwidth),
* various BNC and N-type co-axial cable.

12



Instrumentation used in conjunction with the PRC-77 during the RS05 Investigation include;

* Standard AT-892, 72-cm antenna,
0 Standard AT-271B, 2.9-m antenna,
a modified AT-271B, 2.1-m antenna (!e. folded at one of the joints).

Instrumentation used in conjunction with the PRC-77 during performance confirmation include;

* Signal Generator ( Hewlett Packard, HP86568).
* Digitizer (Tektronix, model no. DSA 602; 400 MHz bandwidth),
* a second PRC-77 monitor radio.

6.0 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

61 R05 Results

6.1.1 Phase One

Prior to the radio exposure, the EMP wave shape generated In an empty simulator was recorded
(Fig. 7). The upper trace shows the envelope generated by 10 consecutive exposures and the lower trace
is the average of the above. The high reproducibility of the waveforms ensures consistent exposure levels
throughout the Investigation. See Section 6.2.1 for a discussion of the wave shape.

Table 1 Is the plan followed in the process of evaluating the PRC-77 radio. Each exposure represents
a different orientation, configuration and radio status. At each point the radio was exposed to 10 EMP pulses
with the average of these pulses recorded. Fig. 8 is the format used and Is an Indication of a typical
waveform. The radio status is recorded In the upper-right comer and the simulator and sensor information
is on the lower half of the page. The results, which are summarized in Table 2, indicate that the radio has
passed the entire evaluation procedure when equipped with the 72-cm (or equivalent) antenna and the
external handset.

6.1.2 Phase Two

Phase Two occurred approximately one year after Phase one and, as a result, several enhancements
to the measurement system had been made. The most obvious of which was the completion of the 10 meter
simulator, DREMPS, which allows the exposure of vehicle size equipment and eliminates the previous
problems with the height of the radio antennae. Other more subtle but equally Important changes Include
the development of an accurate H-field probe which, when used in conjunction with a fiber-optic transceiver,
allows practically point source measurements of the magnetic and electric field In the simulator with almost
no field perturbation. A second transceiver allows the current on the radio antenna or handset to be
measured simultaneously. Finally, a sophisticated data acquisition package for the PC allows all these
measurements to be quickly and accurately recorded for future reference and analysis.

The procedure followed in Phase One was essentially repeated at this point. Since the case of the
radio was shown to be sufficiently shielded, that aspect of the evaluation was not repeated. The 72-cm
antenna was exposed since In the previous phase only the modified plate could be used at full threat level.
In addition, repeating the exposure of the smaller antenna allowed a confirmation of the previous results
while affording an opportunity to make accurate antenna pick-up measurements (see Annex B).

Exposure of the 2.9-m antenna was also done in DREMPS. This proceeded by first exposing a 2.1 -m
antenna (le. a 2.9-m antenna folded at one of the joints) to a sub-threat level 30 kV/m field. The full length

13



DSA 602 DIGITIZING SIGNAL ANALYZER
date: 29-JAN-91 time: 10:55:25 EMP TEST DATA

Te-k c-• . RSO5 TEST METHOD

I Equipient Under Test Specificationm

Device Type: ...

Test 1.D.: ...

- Configuration: ...

' F•Power Status: ---

SNo. of Pulses: 10

S', Operation -.-

PL • Confitrmedl

., 'i " • • -•...._•..,•.^Commen ts:

I Ver t ice -I 4Or I ont Q9 ?I**' l 1rm"' t tlleu r to +Pag. -- pt.
,Pwc e-rS tIu .42 As -

Inp• ut -" I IrFT -;• c'• t- ar ý"[Virtlca'l R aen ' V vrtltc~it+
larefmeters! c~ontrol. DeltaO Mooa: IfW) 10 l. 1 S Pas- Wf at+ I E• oi' o uone.e-:1,

EOP Simulator Specifications

Chargi ng 50 kV
Voltage;

SeLf-breakdown a 55 kV
VoCtoage:
Trigger Setf-breakdown, pressure release

Method:

Sensi S ftator Specifications

Sensor Type: PIM-197A-1 voltage divider Sensor Type:

Sensor Right edge of center plate, Sensor

Location: 40 cm past front taper. Location:
Cable Network: Shielded N-Type, RG-214 CabLe Network:
Attenuator 20 dB (#3) on Alan 50TX82.5N Attenuator
Location: at voltage divider Location:

Comments: Extole of shot to shot deviation from average

Figure 7: EMP wave shape as seen In an empty simulator. The measurement was made with a voltage
divider located approximately 40 cm behind the front taper.
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DSA 602 DIGITIZING SIGNAL ANALYZER
date: 22-JAN-91 time: 14:53:01 EMP TEST DATA

Telw RSO5 TEST METHOD

675V
Ecquipent urder Test Specifications

Device Type: PRC-77 Radio

iiTest 2.0.: F. 1.1.30

Configuration: I

Orientation: 1

Receiver 30 RNz
I V Frequency:

SEfIP wfm Power Status: Off

. No. of Pulses: 10
i Pulse Rate: 3/min

Operation
Confirmed

Comments: no antenna or hand-set
I conniected

- 17gns C O .;'•l, 22•,
79 i~~ Kt T! C 40'C 3 ;Peitq lei

-A,, (LI *35 Main Stopped i1l Wfs ,(

vd/d1Bm I None I0en Off, 19inj9 ; " _ -,• k a/,'li v s

EMP Simulator Specifications

Charging 50 kV
Voltage:
Self-breakdown = 55 kV
Voltage:
Trigger Self-breakdown, pressure release
Method:

Sensor Specifications Sensor Specifications

Sensor Type: PIN-197A-1 voltage divider Sensor Type:
Sensor Right edge of center plate, Sensor
Location: 40 cm past front taper. Location:
Cable Network: Shielded N-Type, RG-214 Cable Network:
Attenuator voltage divider Attenuator
Location: Location:

Figure 8: Format used to record the EMP exposures for each test In phase one. The upper rigt! crr-C

records the details of the radio status while the lower portion details the sensor and simulator-
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Field IRadio IConfig. IOrient. Radio Atna hand- Eod P1

(kV/m) Power Freq. set Status
& Pot. (NMHz)i =a== 

- n n-

50 (pos) off 1 1 30 (Rx) none off F.1.1.30 pass

50 (Fs)o off 1 1 50 (Rx) none off F.1.1.50 pass

50 (pos) off 1 1 75 (Rx) none off F.1.1.75 pass

50 (Pos) off 1 2 30 (Rx) rnXe off F.1.2.30 pass

50 (poe) off 1 2 50 (Rx) none off F.1.2.50 pass

50 (pos) off 1 2 75 (Rx) none off F.1.2.75 pass

50 (poo) off 1 3 30 (Rx) none off F.I.3.30 pass

50 (poe) off 1 3 50 (Rx) none off F.1.3.50 pass

50 (pos) off 1 3 75 (Rx) none off F.1.3.75 pass

50 (pos) on 1 1 30 (Rx) none off N.1.1.30 pass

50 (pos) on 1 1 50 (Rx) none off N.1.1.50 pass

50 (pos) on 1 1 75 (Rx) none off .N.1.1.75 pass

50 (pos) on 1 2 30 (Rx) none off N.1.2.30 pass

50 (pos) on 1 2 50 (Rx) none off N.1.2.50 pass

50 (pos) on 1 2 75 (Rx) none off N.1.2.75 pass

50 (pos) on 1 3 30 (Rx) none off N.1.3.30 pass

50 (pos) on 1 3 50 (Rx) none off N.1.3.50 pass

50 (pos) on 1 3 75 (Rx) none off N.1.3.75 pass

50 (pos) on 3 1 30 (Rx) 72-cm off 0.3.1.30.r .. pass

50 (pos) on 3 1 50 (Rx) 72-cm off N.3.1.50.reg pass

50 (pos) on 3 1 75 (Rx) 72-cm off 1.3.1.75.reg pass

50 (pos) on 3 1 30 (Rx) 50-cm p ot Off N.3.1.3.rpt pass50 (ios) an 3 0(x 0c ~ f ... 0pt pass

50 (poe) on 3 1 50 (Rx) 50-cu pit off U.3.1.50.pit s

50 (poe) on 3 1 75 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.3.1.75.pit pass

50 (pos) on 2 1 30 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.2.1.30.nhd Pass

50 (pos) on 2 1 50 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.2.1.50.nhd pass

50 (poe) on 2 1 75 (Rx) 50-cm pit off N.2.1.75.nhd pass

50 (pos) on 2 2 30 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.2.2.30.nhd pass

50 (pos) on 2 2 50 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.2.2.50.nhd pass

550.50 (poS) on 2 2 75 (Rx) 50-cm pLt off N.2.2.75.rhd pass

50 (pos) on 2 1 30 (Rx) 50-cm pit on N.2.1.30.whd pass

50 (poe) on 2 1 50 (Rx) 50-cm pit on .2.1.50.whd pass

50 (poo) on 2 1 75 (Rx) 50-cm pit on N.2.1.75.ihd pass

50 (poe) on 2 2 30 (Rx) 50-cm pOt on N.Z.2.30.whd pass

50 (pos) on 2 2 50 (Ox) 50-cm pLt on U.2.2.50.whd pass

50 (pos) on 2 2 75 (Ox) 50-cm ptt on N.2.2.75.whd pass

Table 2: Results from Phase One of the EMP assessment of PRC-77 Radio. The radio showed no
significant degradation as a result of the exposures.
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antenna was then exposed to the same field. Finally, the above was repeated at a full-threat level field both

with positive and negative p ,:arity. The radio survived all exposures as indicated in Table 3.

6.2 Procedural Difficultles

The front and back taper of the 1-m parallel-plate simulator are too abrupt. This creates an
Impedance mismatch at the cell transitions which generates a 10-15% reflection. This reflection is
superimposed on the Initial pulse and results in a corruption of the rise time. As a result, the electric field
has a small downward dip, Fig. 7, and the magnetic field is Increased by a similar factor (not shown) [Ref.
51. The corrupted waveform doesn't have the Ideal EMP wave shape, however, the frequency content of this
pulse Is similar to the MIL-STD-461C wave shape and, hence, this problem Is considered negligible. Some
of the oscillations In the above figure are a result of the relatively invasive voltage probe/cable combination
and are strictly a manifestation of the measurement system, not an indication of a corrupted waveform.

The antenna provided with the PRC-77 radio is 72-cm. When this height is added to the height of
the radio, the total exceeds the simulator plate separation (1 meter). Therefore, some compromise had to
be made in order to expose the radio Inside the simulator. One alternative is to replace the 72-cm antenna
by a shorter antenna with a capacitive top plate. In Annex A it has been empirically established that a 50-cm
monopole with a 20-cm top plate is a reasonable match for the original antenna and the investigation
proceeded with this substitution.

Both the calibration tests and the EMP exposures where done only in the receive mode of the radio.
A more thorough EMP evaluation involving both the receive and transmit modes was done In DREMPS,
however, quantitative testing of the radio performance was only recorded for the receive mode. See Annex
C for more detail.

Finally, the radio was placed directly on the ground plane of the simulator. In reality, during an EMP
the radio would probably be worn on the back of a soldier. A more accurate evaluation should be done with
the radio suspended as In normal use, however space limitations prohibit this.

6.. _PhuaLI

In DREMPS many of the problems mentioned above are eliminated because of :he superior taper
design and the larger physical dimensions of the working volume. For example, the radio, with a 3-m
antenna, placed one meter above the ground still do not exceed half the height of the simulator.

One difficulty encountered was the erratic behaviour of one of the AT-892 (72-cm) antennae. The
signal generated by this antenna was not reproducible and it was speculated that since it Is constructed by
riveting a series of anodized layers together, it is possible that a poor contact between two of these layers
would periodically arc. Unfortunately, the problem only manifested Itself for one day, therefore, the above
hypothesis could not be confirmed. During the same time period all other antennas behaved normally.

6.3 Conclusions

The evaluation proceeded In stages such that each addition would add a greater degree of
susceptibility to the radio. This procedure was followed In an attempt to Isolate a particular fault if there had
been a system failure. An effort was also made to vary the radio operating frequency, physical orientation
etc. In order to ensure that the unit would be exposed to a worst-case scenario.
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30 kV/m Testing of PRC-77 Radio

Pol. Field Ant. handset Radio Radio Measurement EMP
(kV/m) length Freq. Status Status

(cm) (MHz)

neg 30 72 neutral 30.2 Rx antenna pass

n 

"1 
han setpasneg 30 72 down 30.2 Rx handset pass

neg 30 72 up 30.2 Rx handset pass

neg 30 2.09 neutral 30.2 Rx antenna pass

neg 30 2.9 neutral 30.2 of antenna pass

neg 30 2.9 neutral 30.2 Off antenna 
pass

neg 30 72 neutral 30.2 Tx field only pass

neg 30 2.09 neutral 30.2 Tx field only pass

neg 30 2.9 neutral 30.2 Tx field only pass

50 kV/m Testing of PRC-77 Radio

Pol. Field Ant. handset Radio Radio Measurement EMP
(kV/m ) length Freq. Status Status

(cm) (MHz)

Fneg 50 2.9 neutral 30.2 Tx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 down 30.2 Tx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 up 30.2 Tx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 neutral 45.0 Tx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 neutral 70.0 Tx field only pass

neg 50 2.09 neutral 30.2 Rx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 neutral 30.2 Rx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 down 30.2 Rx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 up 30.2 Rx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 down 45.0 Rx field only pass

neg 50 2.9 down 70.0 Rx field only pass

pos 50 2.09 down 30.2 Rx field only pass

pos 50 2.9 down 30.2 Rx field only pass

pos 50 2.09 down 30.2 Tx field only pass

Pos 50 2.9 down 30.2 Tx field only pass

Table 3: Results from Phase Two of the EMP assessment of PRC-77 Radio. The radio showed no
significant degradation as a result of the exposures.
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This particular EMP assessment was performed in two phases because development of the 10-m
simulator dictated that large-object exposure could not be performed prior to the fall of 1992. However,
earlier results in a 1-m simulator showed the radio to have sufficient protection in the following
circumstances;

• penetration of the EVP Into the case of the radio,
* 72-cm antenna to a sub-threat level (20 kV/m) field.
* plate antenna to a threat-evel field,
* plate antenna and extended handset to a threat-level field.

In the second phase the evaluation confirmed survival under the additional circumstances of;

"* 72-cm antenna to a threat level field,
"• 72-cm antenna and extended handset to threat-level field,
"* 2.1-m antenna to threat-level field,
"* 2.1--m antenna and extended handset to threat-level field,
"* 2.9-m antenna to threat-level field,
" 2.9-m antenna and extended handset to threat-level field.

In summary, the results of the radiated susceptibility Investigation Indicate that the radio, when
equipped with either the 72-cm, ANT-892 or the 2.9-m, ANT-271 B antenna, will survive exposure to an EMP
with negligible changes to the operating system. In general, the work performed for this report has been an
excellent opportunity to explore the dynamics of the field interaction both with the radio (and its antennae)
and within the EMP simulator. The results have gone a long way in helping to understand the behaviour of
these systems and, by using this knowledge, many of the minor difficulties encountered in this evaluation
can easily be avoided or corrected In future testing.
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ANNEX A: Modelling of a Top-Plate Monopole Antenna.

ABSTRACT:

A design criteria Is established which allows an antenna that Is too high to fit Inside the one meter
EMP simulator to be replaced by a shorter antenna with the same electrical characteristics. Measurements
are made to confirm compatibility.

INTRODUCTION:

Prior to the construction of the 10-m simulator DREMPS, the size of an object which could be
exposed to an EMP was limited because of the one meter plate separation in the Elgal simulator. Excessively
large equipment created a local impedance mismatch and could also Induce arcing. Monopoles or whip
antennae are particulary susceptible to the latter and, as a result, it was necessary to devise a method which
allowed the height of such a structure to be reduced without altering Its electrical properties.

Placing a circular top plate on a short monopole capacitively loads the structure and simulates a
longer antenna length. The procedure used to establish the correct dimensions is as follows:

* The resonances of 2.5-cm to 19-cm monopoles were determined and compared to the
resonances of a 4.7-cm monopole with 2, 4 and 6-cm top plates. All monopoles were located on
a 30-cm by 30-cm ground plane and responses were measured to 1.5 GHz.

- By comparing the above values, an empirical relationship between the apparent change in a
monopole's height and the top plate diameter was established. These relationships will be
maintained when the monopoles are simultaneously scaled In height and frequency response.

- Once suitable dimensions have been calculated, the two antennae are experimentally tested for
compatibility.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

Frequency domain modelling:

The compatible antenna dimensions were established In the frequency domain. The comparison was
made primarily by matching the resonances of the various monopoles with no compensation for the
magnitude of the response at that resonance, hence, the selection criteria matches only the reactance of
the monopoles.

The frequency domain measurements, made with a HP 87538 Network Analyzer, are summarized
In Table Al and Figures A1-A2. The results indicate how the dimensions of a top plate change the
resonances of a monopole and also established the scaling factors for the conversion from centimeter-ong
to meter-long monopoles. From Table Al it Is determined that a 50-cm monopole with a 20-cm top plate
is a reasonable substitute for a 72-cm monopole, see Figure A3. Unfortunately, there Is no realistic top-plate
diameter which will create a suitable alternative to the 2.9-mrn monopole.
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Time Domain Confirmation:

In simulator:

Measurements were made of the response of the whip antenna and the plate antenna in
order to confirm that the modifications result in a viable substitute for an EMP evaluation, see
Fig. A4. The experiments were done with the antennae connected at the base plate of the EMP
simulator and terminated Into a 100 ohm load (50 ohm resistor in series with a 50 ohm cable). There
is good agreement between the currents Induced on the two antennae with the small deviations in
the peak values being due to a minor scaling problem in the extrapolation'.

The choice of termination impedance is somewhat arbitrary as long as the same value is
used for all compatibility measurements. However, since it was originally thought that current
injection may be necessary to complete the radio evaluation and that an antenna response would
be required as an input for the current injection equipment, a 100 ohm value was chosen. This value
is compatible with the current injection system (IRT Corp.; PINS-250), hence, it is possible to
confirm the antenna compatibility and obtain a current Injection waveform simultaneously. in
retrospect, because portions of the evaluation were delayed until after the completion of DREMPS,
the entire investigation could be completed using radiated susceptibility (RS) methods and current
injection was not required.

In addition to the measured values, the theoretical response of a 72-cm monopole
terminated Into a 100 a load was determined, see Fig. A5, using a Numerical Electromagnetic Code
(NEC)2. A very good agreement is obtained between the experimental and theoretical response.

On Radio:

In addition to measuring the antennae response as independent units, they were also
evaluated while being mounted on the PRC-77 radio. The current injected into the radio via the
antenna port was measured during an - 20% (magnitude) EMP exposure and, as can be seen by
comparing Figs. A6 and A7, the waveforms generated by the regular 72-cm antenna and the 50-cm
plate antenna are very similar.

CONCLUSIONS:

It was been determined that a 50-cm monopole with a 20-cm top-plate is a reas, able substitute
for the 72-cm whip antenna on the PRC-77 radio. It has also been ..-stablished that there is no reasonable
diameter top plate which will allow the 2.9 m antenna to be replaced.

' The scaling problem is due to the fact that the thickness of the top plate was substantial compared
to the antenna height and diameter. Therefore, the exact height of the monopole was not clear. In addition,
the original extrapolations were erroneously based on an a projected antenna height of 75-cm, not the
required 72-cm.

2 G.J. Burke et al., *Numerical Electric Code (NEC) - Method of Moments, Naval Ocean Systems Centre,

Technical Doc. 116, 1977.
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DSA 602 DIGITIZING SIGNAL ANALYZER

date: 25-JAN-91 time: 14:22:35 EMP TEST DATA

30V Tek Defw lRSO5 TEST METHOD

EquilPet Under Test Specifications

Device Type: PRC-77 Radio

Test I.D.: N.3.1.75.reg

Configuration: 3

Orientation: I

Receiver 75 MHz
-_ _ _ _ _Frequency:

-1
7
Bns 1O3ns/div PT n sfl, wr* Power Status: On

No. of Pulses: 10

Pulse Rate; 3/min

5C Operation
r"" Confirmed

Comments: - no hand-set connected
I '- regular antenna

-25V
-9S.ns 5ns/div _ _ 40n'nd

r Vetialý 0--r-r~owtal~ 14E461-77. -T W -90 sip
.'gILl* ~Window Eto~ped H1f I Wfms vjg(

l'ih Prec 2GS'sec Status ind
t , - ff--F r.'T'• o-nr -zn Ay'"IH6 izoht&l

Rvg/dBm None 5 'On • 1
Blackman I _ 'A Pts

ElP Simulator Specifications

Charging 50 kV
Voltage:

SeLf-breakdown a 55 kv
Voltage:

Trigger Setf-breakdown, pressure release
Method:

Sensor Specifications Sanuo Specifications

Sensor Type: Eaton Current Probe, 94106-2 Sensor Type:
Sensor 10 cm from base of antenna Sensor
Location: Location:

Cable Networ.k: Shielded N-Type (RG-214), BNC Cable Network:
Attenuator 20 dB, ALan 50HT42 N at Attenuator
Location: Current Probe Location:

Figure A6: Current Induced 10-cm from the base of a 72-cm antenna mounted on the PRC-77 radio.
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DSA 602 DIGITIZING SIGNAL ANALYZER
date: 25-JAN-91 time: 14:32:38 EMP TEST DATA

Te2 k 0( V WRWA W re•pi r RS05 TEST METHOD

* [jEquipment Under Test Specifications

Device Type: PRC-77 Radio
j I

11 tiIITest 1.0.: N.2.1.30..hd

Configuration: 2
t r lq'd

Orientation: 1

Receiver 30 MHzFrequency:

-'ýn S lOOns/d I,, PT2Zýn Power Status: On

No. of Pulses: 10

Pulse Rate: 3/min

Operation verbal/audio test
Confirmed

Comments: - no handset connected
- modified plate antenna

9.9•s 5ns/div PT40onc

Vert 1caTro0,zf1zoa.1 ýcul0~ I U~r-~ Aae em,
Do Dsg..DO% hr~ruarI Cil.Z a- t V gl12

L I Ma Stopped AlI Nfm. MS IL1!H, qh Prm •OPSscSstaus iminI
F nph€: ?1"? FT~~ I• c Rt•O• ,Vrt C~ta' tpahn'I Yer t |ce
Peremeter4C~oo;r.),l.D..;ia•f~••L De. os, ,f

Hvg/d m None 5 '. Icd -2,cBlark an V Wfm V

ElF Simulator Specificationw

Charging 50 kV
Voltage:
Self-breakdown 55 kV
Voltage:
Trigger Self-breakdown, pressure release
Method:

Sensor Specifications Sensct Specifications

Sensor Type: Eaton Current Probe, 94106-2 Sensor Type:
Sensor 10 cm from base of antenna Sensor
Location: Location:
Cable Network: Shielded N-Type (RG-214), BNC Cable Network:
Attenuator 20 dB, Alan 50HT42 N at Attenuator
Location: Current Probe Location:

Figure A7: Current Induced 10-cm from the base of a 50-cm plate antenna mounted on the PRC-77 radio.
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ANNEX B: Measurement and Analysis

ABSTRACT:

During the EMP evaluation the measurements where performed in such a way as to isolate the
effects of various portions of the radio (for example the antenna). In this fashion it was possible to deduce
how these individual elements effect the susceptibility of the PRC-77. The following Is a summary of these
results.

INTRODUCTION:

The procedures followed In this evaluation were designed to isolate the various systems of the radio
(for example, the current Induced on the handset). An effort was made to measure the response and its
variation as the unit was subjected to a progressively more severe electric field. The following is a summary
of the relationships deduced during the evaluation.

RESULTS:

Input Pulse:

Figure BI Is a typical input pulse used In this evaluation. The peak field value can be
adjusted from approximately 20-50 kV/m without a change in wave shape. Lower values can be
obtained with small variations In the pulse width. Clearly the shape and magnitude of this pulse will
Influence the evaluation, of particular importance are the small, high-frequency variations (Qe. the
lumps and bumps) on the Input. Since most antennae produce a "derivative like' response, these
features become prominent in the measured antenna currents. Another way to think of this is to
remember that a whip antenna (monopole) will couple to an electromagnetic wavelength which is
comparable (or smaller) in size to the antenna length. Therefore, coupling is more efficient at higher
frequencies and, hence, the antenna response looks something like a derivative of the Input field.

Variation With Antenna Length:

Figure B2 Is a summary of how the current Induced in an antenna varies with the length.
Obviously the longer the antenna the greater the peak value. A general rule of thumb for short
antennae (relative to the shortest wavelength In the input pulse) Is that the peak current value will
be 80 amps times the length of the antenna In meters. Unfortunately, the antennae used in this
evaluation are not short, therefore, the above can only be considered a "guestimate'. The frequency
of the oscillations (resonance) in the current wave shape is also related to the antenna length and
corresponds to four times the height of the monopole (whip antenna).

Variation with Antenna Load:

In addition to the peak value and the oscillation frequency mentioned above, the current
wave shape also has a damping term which determines the change In magnitude of the oscillations
with respect to time. This damping term Is determined by the matching of the antenna impedance
to the antenna load. In general, for a resistive load, the smaller the impedance the smaller the
damping effect and the larger the number of oscillations. Relationships for complex terminations are
not as simple and are being Investigated further at this time.
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The peak values of the Induced current will also be Influenced by the antenna termination.
This can be understood by thinking of the antenna and the load as two coupled r*cuits. The
maximum power transfer will occur when the Impedance of the two are matched, hence, variations
In coupling current are expected as the termination value is varied. Alternatively, the antenna can
be thought of as a non-linear transmission line with the antenna load acting as a termination. This
model will also produce a variation in the measured current with respect to the load impedance.

Figure 83 Is the current Induced in a 72-cm monopole with both a 100 ohm resistance and
the PRC-77 acting as the antenna load. Note the variation In the peak values and damping term. The
large number of oscillations In the radio response indicates a low termination value. This may be
a result of a matched complex Impedance in the radio tuner (which is not unreasonable considering
this Is consistent with the radio operation) or a short circuit resulting from an electrical arc at or near
the antenna port. Further experimentation would be necessary to resolve the situation, however, the
former solution seems to be the most probable.

Variation with Radio Status:

In order to establish how the induced current varies with the status of the radio, current
measurements where made with the unit in power off mode and in the receive mode. The transmit
mode was not measured because the radio emissions would saturate the ferrite core of the current
probes used on the antenna and lead to erroneous results (and possibly damage the fiber optic link
used to transmit the measured signal to the shielded enclosure where it was recorded). As can be
seen form Figure B4 there Is no difference between the two measured results. This Is reasonable
since the front end of the radio is essentially composed of passive elements, hence, the load
Impedance should not vary with the power status.

Current Induced in Handset:

Although the antenna Is often the primary source for external pick-up, the handset is also
capable of coupling a substantial current Into the radio. In the worst-case situation (which is what
was used In the evaluation) the handset is fully extended vertically In either the up or down position.
In either case (and experimentation shows they produce similar responses), the handset and its
cable can simply be considered to be a monopole as discussed above. The current typically
Induced Is shown if Figure B5. Note that the peak values exceed those of the 72-cm whip antenna
but not those of the longer antennae.
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Figure 63: Variation in current induced In 290-cm antenna with the PRC-77 in receive mode and power
* off. Note there is little change. No current measurements where made In the Transmit mode.

Figure 14: Variation In Induced current with load. The highly damped curve is a 72-cm antenna
terminated In 100 ohms while the oscllating curve is the complex Impedance of the radio.

The oscillations may be Indicative of a short at the antenna port.
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Figure 85: Current Induced In the vertically extended handset of the PRC-77.
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ANNEX C: Calibration and Performance Check of Radio

ABSTRACT:

Details of the calibration procedure and performance checks used during the EMP evaluation are
discussed. Resuits of the radio monitoring are presented and it is shown that the PRC-77 survived the EMP
exposures with only minor degradation in performance.

INTRODUCTION:

In order to evaluate how the PRC-77 was effected by EMP exposure, a performance check of the
radio prior to and after the evaluation was required. In addition, since the Investigation proceeded in an
incremental fashion with each step providing an additional degree of susceptibility. it Is possible to perform
a series of Intermediate tests on the radio to establish when (and if) damage occurs. This technique
minimizes the damage Induced on the unit while maximizing the information obtained from the evaluation.

It should be noted that the procedures used to monitor the radio were far from optimal. For
example, an extensive analytical test was performed only for the receive mode (the transmit mode was
tested but in a simpler fashion). In addition, since only changes in the radio performance were of interest,
little effort was made to calibrate the radio against an absolute standard. Finally, the method used to record
the SNR is questionable and will be changed in future evaluations.

MONITORING PROCEDURES:

The operation of the radio was checked using a number of procedures, depending on the status
of the EMP evaluation. The procedures are as follows:

1) The first is a simple voice check between the radio being evaluated and a similar monitor radio.
Although this appears to be an overly simple and highly subjective criteria, it is sufficient for
the relatively simple "go/no-go" criteria established for the EMP evaluation. The advantage of
this test Is that it Is very quick and both the transmit and receive mode can easily be checked
between series of EMP exposures (between changes in orientation etc. for example).

2) The second performance check is a more quantitative version of the above and was primarily
performed In the second phase of the EMP evaluation. In this case the receive mode was
monitored by placing a second radio at a fixed location approximately 30 m from the test radio.
This second radio was set to transmit it's 150 Hz internal tone (used for the squelch control)
or alternatively an externally induced I kHz tone. The test radio was set to receive mode and
the audio signal from the handset was monitored on an oscilloscope. With it's whip antenna
removed• the volume control on the test radio was then adjusted such that the amplitude of
the received signal was only a factor of 2-3 above the ambient noise ,,vel. This was done so
that the Automatic Volume Control inherent in the radio could not compensate for any
degradation which may occur. The signals received above formed the baseline for periodic
checks during the EMP evaluation which confirmed the radio's continued performance. Note
that the radios were returned to their calibration locations for these performance tests.

In order to monitor the transmit mode, the test radio was placed at a fixed location
approximately 30 m from a shielded enclosure. A monopole was placed on this enclosure and
the induced signal (basically the carrier) was viewed on an oscilloscope. By recording the signal
strength at the beginning of a test sequence and repeating the measurement at the end, any
significant changes to the radio would be detected.
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As with the voice check above, this procedure Is not Intended to be an exhaustive test of the
radio but a quick check to ensure it has passed the "go/no-go" criteria of the EMP evaluation.

3) The final monitoritig procedure was a quantitative test performed by injecting an accurate
signal from a Hewlett Packard HP8685B FM signal generator into the co-axial au tenna of the
radio and measuring the audio output at the unit's handset. The measurement was made with
a Tektronix DSA 602 digitizer which allows conversion of the time domain signal into the
frequency domain. Therefore, it was relatively simple to accurately measure the variations In the
audio signal response while making changes to the FM deviation, carrier amplitude and carrier
central frequency as summarized in Table C1.

The set of measurements was repeated at the beginning and end of phase one and at the end
of phase two of the EMP evaluation and a comparison of the results was made to determine if
any degradation had occurred In the radio.

MONITORING RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS:

Since the tests were relatively qualitative, the results of monitoring procedures 1) and 2) can be
quickly summarized by saying that the PRC-77 suffered no apparent damage during the EMP evaluation.

The results of the third procedure are summarized in Tables C2 to C10. The contents of the tables
represent a compilation of the relevant data determined from the variation of certain input parameters in the
FM signal generator as per Table C1. The topic of each Table Is summarized below:

Table Frequency [MHz] Parameter Varied

C2 30 frequency deviation

Q 30 carrier amplitude

C4 30 carrier frequency

C5 50 frequency deviation

C6 50 carrier amplitude

C7 50 carder frequency

C8 75 frequency deviation

09 75 carrier amplitude

C10 75 carrier frequency

Appendix C1 Is a sample of raw data and has been Included at the end of this Annex as an example of the
nature of the calibration procedure. The data is the final calibration at a carrier frequency of 30 MHz and Is
summarized In portions of Tables C2 to C4.

Each of the Tables contains Information relevant to the analysis of the radio. For example, Tables
C2, CS and C8 explore the variation in the audio signal with respect to the frequency deviation of the Input
signal. Two pieces of Information are extracted; the first Is the obvious check of the signal magnitude as
represented by the RMS value. The second Is the amplitude of the second harmonic (2 kHz) In the Fourier
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Transform of the signal relative to the fundamental (1 kHz). This value Is a measure of the sinusoidal
distortion of the signal as the frequency deviation Increases. There are only small deviations between the
Initial and final data which could be attributed to measurement error.

Tables C3, 0I6 and C9 measure the variation with respect to Input signal amplitude expressed as
a signal to noise ratio (SNR). The value was obtained by measuring the peak value oi the fundamental and
comparing this to the noise baseline determined at approximately 8-9 kHz. This method is not optimal since
it is prone to errors induced by the sampling rate and window size in the FFT, etc. and as a result some of
the SNR values are questionable. Other methods will be used In future evaluations.

Table C4, C7 and C10 explore the results of varying the central frequency of the carrier by various
amounts. The RMS values obtained from the audio signal are consistently a few percent lower after the EMP
exposures, however such small changes are well within measurement error and are not considered
important.

In conclusion, although this final monitoring procedure Is a more detaUed check and, hence,
provides more informatloi about the radio, it is still reasonable to summarize the results by stating that the
PRC-77 suffered no significant damage as a result of the EMP exposures. There are a number of faults in
the monitoring process, for example the transmit mode of the radio was not extensively tested. Also, since
the initial and final calibration were performed alrr -st 2 years apart, the minor changes in the radio
performance may be attributed to aging of the unit, small changes In the evaluation procedures, etc. Clearly,
if a criteria more stringent than the "go/no-go" requirement were set for the radio, then a more exhaustive
monitoring procedure with more caution in its implementation would have been justified and used. As
mentioned previously at various stages of this report, this entire evaluation was one of the first performed
at DREO and there are no clients requesting specific Information. As a result, these simplifications were
considered acceptable since no serious compromise has been made in the evaluation validity or
conclusions.

FM Signal Generator: Radio:

Frequency: 30, 50 or 75 MHz Carrier: to match FM generator
Frequency Deviation: 1 to 10 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 0.1 to 10.0 ;,V

Table Cl: Input parameters (bold) used In the monitoring procedure of the PRC-77 radio. Each value was
varied Individually while the audio output at the handset of the radio was recorded. The values
obtained at the end of the EMP evaluation were compared to those obtained in the Initial
calibration to establish if any radio degradation had occurred.
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Initial Calibration Final Calibration

Frequency Magnitude of Magnitude of
Deviation RMS Audio Signal second harmonic RMS Audio Signal second harmonic

[kHz] [mV] relative to ImV] relative to
fundamental in fundamental in

FFT of the Audio FFT of the Audio
Signal [dBa Signal [dBJ

1.0 24.09 -41 22.29 -36

2.0 48.41 -30 47.06 -30

3.0 70.54 - 69.43 -26

4.0 94.92 -22 92.10 -23

5.0 112.2 -22 113.0 -22

6.0 133.6 -21 133.2 -22

7.0 151.1 -20 150.2 -20

8.0 170.5 -19 166.1 -17

9.0 183.3 -17 178.3 -17

10.0 193.3 -16 187.1 -16

FM Signal Generator: Radio:

Frequency: 30.000 MHz Carrier: 30.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: varies Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 IV

Table C2: Records the change In the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the frequency deviation was
varied from I to 10 kHz about a carrier frequency of 30 MHz. The Initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably
due to aging of the radio and small changes In the monitoring procedure.
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Amplitude Initial SNR Final SNR

(AV]__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.1 <1 <1

0.25 -1 -1

0.5 2 2

1.0 6 4

2.5 13 11

5.0 27 11

10.0 - 32

FM Signal Generator: Radio:

Frequency: 30.000 MHz Carrier: 30.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: varies

Table C3: Records the change In the PRC-77 operating characteristics when. the carrier amplitude was
varied from 0.1 to 10 AV with a carrier frequency of 30 MHz. The initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The deviations are probably due to
changes In the monitoring procedure and the somewhat ambiguous definition of the SNR (future
evaluations and testing will rely on a superior SNR measurement criteria).
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Frequency Initial RMS Audio Signal Final RMS Audio Signal

[MHz] [mV] [mV]

29.982 17.6 15.6

29.984 21.6 19.6

29.986 26.6 23.0

29.988 32.3 32.1

29.990 38.3 36.7

29.992 43.9 42.0

29.994 48.2 47.1

29.996 51.3 49.1

29.998 50.3 47.5

30.000 47.7 45.5

30.002 43.7 44.6

30.004 39.2 37.0

30.006 35.4 33.5

30.008 31.4 30.7

30.010 27.8 26.5

30.012 22.9 22.5

30.014 18.7 18.1

30.016 14.1 14.5

FM Signal Generator: Radio:
Frequency: varies Carrier: 30.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 AV

Table C4: Records the change in the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the carrier frequency was
varied around a central frequency of 30 MHz. The Initial calibration took place prior to the EMP
evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably due to aging of
the radio and small changes in the monitoring procedure.
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Initial Calibration Final Calibration

Frequency Magnitude of Magnitude of
Deviation RMS Audio Signal second harmonic RMS Audio Signal second harmonic

[kHz] [mV] relative to [mV] relative to
fundamental in fundamental in

FFT of the Audio FFT of the Audio
__.... .. __Signal (dBj .... _ Signal [dB]

1.0 24.53 -34 24.03 -35

2.0 47.83 -30 47.70 -30

3,0 71.74 -26 71.15 -26

4.0 91.11 -24 93.93 -24

5.0 115.6 -23 115.1 -22

6.0 137.5 -22 134.8 -22

7.0 155.8 -21 152.5 -20

8.0 171.5 -18 167.7 -18

9.0 184.1 -18 180.1 -18

10.0 194.4 -17 189.6 -17

FM Signal Generator: Radio:
Frequency: 50.000 MHz Carrier: 50.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: varies Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 AV

Table C5: Records the change in the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the frequency deviation was
varied from 1 to 10 kHz about a carder frequency of 50 MHz. The Initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably
due to aging of the radio and small changes in the monitoring procedure.
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Amplitude Initlia SNR FRnal SNR

[AV]i

0.1 <1 <1

0,25 -1 -1

0.5 4 2

1.0 7 6

2.5 13 12

5.0 32 13

10.0 45 15

FM Signal Generator: Radio:
Frequency: 50.000 MHz Cardere 50.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: varies

Table C6: Records the change in the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the carrier amplitude was
varied from 0.1 to 10 /V with a carrier frequency of 50 MHz. The Initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The deviations are probably due to
changes In the monitoring procedure and the somewhat ambiguous definition of the SNR (future
evaluations and testing will rely on a superior SNR measurement criteria).
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Frequency Initial RMS Audio Signal Final RMS Audio Signal

[MHz) [mV] .mV]

49.982 17.5 16.7

49.984 21.7 20.4

49.986 26.8 25.4

49.988 32.7 31.5

49.990 38.8 36.0

49.992 43.9 42.8

49.994 48.7 47.5

49.996 51.6 50.6

49.998 51.4 50.5

50.000 48.9 48.1

50.002 44.6 44.4

50.004 40.0 39.7

50.006 36.0 35.6

50.008 32.3 31.8

50.010 28.4 27.6

50.012 23.6 22.8

50.014 19.2 18.0

50.016 14.4 13.5

FM Signal Generator: Radio:

Frequency: varies Carrier: 50.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 /V

Table C7: Records the change in the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the carrier frequency was
varied around a central frequency of 50 MHz. The Initial calibration took place prior to the EMP
evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably due to aging of
the radio and small changes In the monitoring procedure.
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Initial Calibration Final Calibration

Frequency Magnitude of Magnitude of
Deviation RMS Audio Signal second harmonic RMS Audio Signal second harmonic

[kHz] [mVl relative to [mV] relative to
fundamental in fundamental in

FFT of the Audio FFT of the Audio
Signal [dBj Signal [dBj

1.0 24.28 -38 24.06 -34

2.0 48.49 -29 48.80 -30

3.0 74.48 -26 72.37 -26

4.0 94.69 -26 95.48 -24

5.0 117.2 -24 116.9 -23

6.0 136.4 -22 136.7 -23

7.0 155.0 -21 154.5 -20

8.0 169.5 -19 169.8 -18

9.0 186.8 -18 181.2 -17

10.0 196.6 -17 191.7 -17

FM Signal Generator: Radio:
Frequency: 75.000 MHz Carrier: 75.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: varies Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 UV

Table C8: Records the change In the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the frequency deviation was
varied from 1 to 10 kHz about a carrier frequency of 75 MHz. The Initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably
due to aging of the radio and small changes In the monitoring procedure.
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Amplitude Initial SNR Final SNR

0.1 <1 <1

0.25 2 2

0.5 3 3

1.0 9 6

2.5 19 13

5.0 40 13

10.0 63 49

FM Signal Generator: Radio:

Frequency: 75.000 MHz Carrier: 75.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: varies

Table C9: Records the change In the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the carrier amplitude was
varied from 0.1 to 10 uV with a carrier frequency of 75 MHz. The Initial calibration took place
prior to the EMP evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The deviations are probably due to
changes In the monitoring procedure and the somewhat ambiguous definition of the SNR (future
evaluations and testing will rely on a superior SNR measurement criteria).
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Frequency Initial RMS Audio Signal Final RMS Audio Signal

[MHz] [mV] [mV]

74.982 12.3 9.5

74.984 15.9 14.8

74.986 20.1 18.8

74.988 24.8 22.8

74.990 29.4 28.3

74.992 33.5 32.0

74.994 37.5 35.2

74.996 41.4 40.2

74.998 45.6 44.9

75.000 49.9 48.8

75.002 51.9 51.0

75.004 51.3 50.0

75.006 47.7 46.7

75.008 43.0 42.0

75.010 37.8 36.9

75.012 31.5 30.4

75.014 25.5 24.1

75.016 20.9 19.8

75.018 17.0 16.0

75.020 10.2 13.5

FM Signal Generator: Radio:
Frequency: varies Carrier: 75.00 MHz
Freq. Deviation: 2 kHz Volume: 5 units
FM Modulation: 1 kHz co-axial antenna
Amplitude: 5 gV

Table C10: Records the change in the PRC-77 operating characteristics when the carrier frequency was
varied around a central frequency of 75 MHz. The Initial calibration took place prior to the EMP
evaluation and the final occurred afterward. The minor deviations are probably due to aging
of the radio and small changes In the monitoring procedure.
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Appendix C1

Raw Data From PAC-77 Calibration

Pages 48 to 64 are an indication of the format used for the calibration data. The data shown on
pages 48 to 57 is the variation In the frequency deviation during the final radio test (at the end of the EMP
exposures of Phase Two). The top curve in the plot is the time-domain response of the audio signal received
at the handset. The lower curve is the FFT of this signal and was included as a means of quantifying the
harmonic distortion displayed as the frequency deviation of the FM Input signal was increased from 1 to
9 kHz. This distortion Is represented by the magnitude of the second harmonic relative to the first in Tables
C2, C5 and C8 (summaries of this and similar data sets). The RMS values of the time domain signals were
also included in the table summary.

The data shown on pages 58 to 64 is again the audio response of the radio but this time the
amplitude of the FM input signal was varied from 0.1 to 10.0 AV. This data is summarized In Tables C3, C6
and C9 as a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The measurement of this ratio proved to be difficult with the
methods used In this analysis and other techniques means will be used In the future.
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